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SITE IS A SPRING-LOADED WORD in post-quake  
Christchurch—weighed down by loss and drawn-out 
bureaucracy, tensioned with frustrated expectations and 
anxiety about the future. It’s one reason Wellington-based 
artist Sian Torrington took several deep, nerve-steadying 
breaths between the moment she first contemplated making 
a site-specific sculptural project here, and its eventual 
installation on a vacant section in a suburban street. ‘I did 
not aim to “heal” people or land in Christchurch,’ she wrote 
in her blog, ‘but I did desperately want to make something 
real, to make something genuine. It has never mattered 
to me so much what people thought of my work. Because 
it was about building, structures, shelter: everything 
that is most tender in this broken city.’¹  The imperfect,  
improvised structures that finally formed the foundations 
of Torrington’s How you have held things installation  
celebrated the courage inherent within any act of rebuild-
ing in this context, however humble or inadequate it  
might appear.

Patten Street, in the earthquake-devastated suburb of 
Avonside, is divided, like many streets around it, along 
invisible lines. Around half of the sections fall into the 
Government’s condemned ‘red’ category; the others 
are zoned green. Empty sites where houses have been 
demolished sit alongside occupied homes; other houses 
have clearly already been abandoned. Some residents 
will stay on, some hope to rebuild. Others are simply 
waiting until they have to leave. Under such circum-
stances, depending on your mood, land designation and 
relationship with your insurer, it’s either a small comfort  
or a bitter irony that long after a house disappears in real 
life, it can remain stubbornly present on Google Maps. 
Such is the case with 49 Patten Street, the much-loved 
home of Margaret and Colin Brown, which hangs on indefi-
nitely in cyberspace, despite having long ago relinquished 
its physical hold on the site. When I drove past in May, 
looking for potential locations for Torrington’s work, the 
missing house was the first thing I saw. Which is to say, 
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like so many other quake-hit properties made vacant by 
circumstance rather than desire, the site seemed to project 
the residue of the house as an after-image, registering it in 
negative amongst the positive traces of occupation—the 
fences, trees, driveway and box-hedging in the garden. 

The weight of memory and the scars of use are 
important qualities for Torrington, who deliberately 
seeks out salvaged, reclaimed materials, relishing the 
richness lent by their weirdly weathered patinas and 
work-worn surfaces. For an earlier project, Inhabit-
ance, she took up residence in a derelict Wellington 
building, gleaning her materials from the building itself 
and creating an evolving installation that responded to 
its decaying interior and general sense of abandonment. 
Often reusing objects from one installation to the next, she 
concentrates their intensity through a variety of processes; 
ripping, wrapping, painting and entwining them into new 
forms. Many of the materials Torrington used in How 
you have held things were donated by or borrowed from 
Christchurch salvage firm Musgroves, whose Sockburn 

yard equipped Torrington with a cornucopia of pre-used 
building supplies, furnishings and enigmatic, hulking 
metal frames. These last elements formed a temple-like 
structure and also a pair of ‘gypsy caravans’ that anchored 
the Patten Street installation, their mismatched weather-
board cladding, paint-streaked backdrop and glistening, 
suspended ‘chandeliers’ lending a kind of ruined opulence. 
Elsewhere, a small shed, recovered from the hollowed-out 
suburb of Bexley, was filled to overflowing with a profusion 
of drawings on wallpaper.

Torrington extended this quality of transforma-
tion to the project’s six-week life in Patten Street. She 
had deliberately selected materials that would endure, 
rather than repel, the elements, and their weathering 
was a critical, if unpredictable, part of the project. Winds 
blew, snapping bamboo, flapping and twisting lengths of 
fabric. Rain drizzled, leaked and drenched, and satura-
tion lent brightly coloured paints and cloths a luminous 
new intensity. A wooden walkway and ‘floating floor’ 
offered an unconvincing suggestion of stability, while a Sian Torrington How you 
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‘... the site seemed 
to project the 
residue of the house 
as an after-image, 
registering it in 
negative amongst 
the positive traces of 
occupation...’
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Show the light and the dark
Bury the fabric
 let it be beautiful and carry the earth in its pockets
I would like to make dark places
Light through dark earth
How do I hold this?
I want to make you chandeliers
my cracking lights
 My rage it comes from other places, but it is the same, rage.
It is full of holes
Your skeleton sticks out
I want to reach in, I want to say
It is not hopeless,
Your time, your words,
Dripping, spitting,
 We carry everywhere we have been in lumpy sacks
They dug, and dug
Repeated flooding
scrubbing and scrubbing
and it never coming clean
One by one
Try to take each piece
only as you can
Only as you can stand it.
Do not try and swallow it.
 There is a kind of respect in the stacking, and another kind
in the throwing 
 My grief it comes from other places, but it is the same, grief.
How to make this? 
How to make this.

Sian Torrington, 2013

beaten-up red garage door, anchoring lines of red fabric 
and a stack of saggy, rapidly decaying insulation batts 
offered glowing pulses of brilliant colour. The fragility 
and impermanence of Torrington’s sculpture in the face of 
whatever nature might throw at it can be seen as a kind of 
shorthand for the temporary fixes and workarounds found 
in abundance throughout Christchurch’s quake-affected 
suburbs. Perhaps, too, they are an analogy for those other 
adaptations made on a personal level; altered expectations, 
redrawn dreams, the ‘processing’ of loss.

At the 1 June opening of the project, with last orders in 
at the coffee cart and a light rain falling from a pale winter 
sky, a buoyant crowd made up of immediate neighbours, 
local residents, art lovers and Gallery staff gathered to hear 
Torrington speak about the work. She stepped up onto 
her paint-spattered, weatherboarded floating floor and, 
recalling her early visits to post-quake Christchurch, spoke 
of how her shock and disbelief at the devastation and the 
task ahead had given way to a respect for the pragmatic 
and ingenious ways residents had gone about putting their 
lives and homes back together. She described her feelings 
of inadequacy in the face of the overwhelming obstacles 
confronting Christchurch, her concern that whatever she 
might say, as an outsider, as an artist, it could never be 
enough. Searching through the notes she had made while 
planning the work, she found a way in—a recognition that 
specifics don’t exclude us from empathy; that grief and 
loss are universal conditions and that both have their own, 
ragged beauty.

Felicity Milburn
Curator

Christchurch Art Gallery would like to thank everyone 
who supported Sian’s project, particularly Margaret and 
Colin Brown, Musgroves Ltd and Global Fabrics. We also 
thank the residents of Patten Street, Avonside.

Sian Torrington would like to thank the Christchurch 
Art Gallery install team for their vision, faith and hard 
work in the snow. 
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1.  Sian Torrington, ‘Opening’, 

allmeaningisthelineyoudraw.com, 9 June 2013.
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